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All Locals Invited

Enlarged Executive Body
To Talk Policies, Politics
SAN FRANCISCO — The
ILWU International Executive
Board will meet here 10 a.m.,
Monday, September 21, at 150
Golden Gate Avenue.
This will be followed by an
enlarged Board meeting on
the afternoon of the same
day, which is scheduled to run
through the next day.

The children of earthquakewrecked Valdez, Alaska, will
be back in school this fall thanks to 65-tons of unusual cargo loaded aboard the
freighter Coastal Nomad in Seattle. The huge crates contained a prefabricated
six-room Elementary School manufactured on a crash basis at plants in Galesburg, Illinois and Richmond, California and rushed to this port for shipment
north. Also loaded aboard the Alaska Steamship freighter were materials for a
new water system for Seward, also destroyed in the disastrous March 27 quake.

Schools for Quake Vktims

In the invitation extended to all
locals, International officers pointed
to a past practice in which it was
occasionally found advisable to enlarge the Executive Board sessions
to allow for general discussions on
major issues confronting the trade
union movement.
All ILWU locals were invited to
have officers or other representatives attend the enlarged Board. It
was also noted that this is optional
as many of the small locals might
find the trip beyond their means.

The invitation from the officers
added:
"This is not a convention. The
enlarged Board meeting is for the
Cantr

LOS ANGELES
A "Rank
and File Conference in Support of Our Unions," held here
last week at the Mayfair Hotel, announced as its primary
aims the defense of militant
trade union leaders currently
under prosecution, and to
work for repeal of anti-labor
legislation.

Wrg9

trade union movement, in which in wages, hours and working condiother trade unionists had been vic- tions achieved during the years of
tims of vendettas and persecution. Hoffa's presidency.
These included Eugene Debs, John
"It is also the only union that has
L. Lewis and Harry Bridges, as well fully succeeded in bringing the
as Hoffa.
members in the southern states to
"Our aim," the chairman said, "is full parity with workers throughout
to make the voice of the rank and the nation," he added.
file heard!" He added that the teamHe also cited the historic gains in
ster membership's fight to vindicate wages, hours and working conditions
Hoffa is in reality a fight "for our- achieved through unity in negotiaselves and all the gains made by our tions and strike action by Northern
union."
California warehousemen in both
The conference was attended by
A prominent Mexican-American ILWU and Teamsters.
129 delegates, most of them rank community leader and member of
Olive Galernter, a veteran in the
and file leaders from a wide variety the State Central Committee of the ranks of labor, spoke as a represenof affiliations, including ILWU, Democratic Party, Mauricio Terra- tative of Office Employees InternaTeamsters, Steelworkers, Garment zos, spoke in his capacity as an ac- tional Union.
Workers, Machinists, Carpenters and tive member for over 20 years of
She said, "You gathered here tomany others.
Teamsters Local 626, Meat and Pro- day, particularly you men, must recThe meeting, chaired by Verney vision Drivers.
ognize the great power that women
Ceasar, a prominent teamster stewJOB SECURITY
can exert both in unions and comard and rank and file leader from
"The basic fight here is for job munity life. They must be drawn
Grocery and Produce Workers, Local security and for this we must pro- into activity and leadership."
595, was held in a very serious mood, tect our union. The whole responsiShe stated that the merchants
indicating great concern by a grow- bility rests on the shoulders of the and manufacturers and other leading segment of labor as it views the rank and file to strengthen our un- ers hostile to labor spend millions to
mounting attacks against labor lead- ions as well as interest the liberal influence women to support reacership in both industry and govern- community," Terrazos told the dele- tionary positions.
ment.
gates.
"We need to bring the whole famVENDETTA
Paul Perlin, legislative chairman ily, relatives and friends into activOne prime reason for calling this of ILWU Local 26, outlined the gains
--Continued on Page 7
conference was to discuss. the defense of Teamster President James
Hoffa—leader of the nation's largest labor organization, and a man
who has been viciously persecuted,
a victim of a "get Hoffa" vendetta
It would not be America really if it did not produce men
by Attorney General Robert Kensuddenly tire of palaver and reach for the rifle on the wall,
who
nedy.
to use themselves or to hand to the underdog who needs it.
The chairman, in his opening remarks, listed some of the great pio(Turn to back page for name of author.)
neering struggles that formed the

Who Said If?

purpose of receiving reports from
the International Officers and Executive Board on recent developments within the trade union movement, the economic and political
outlook as it faces the nation and
our union, and any other matters
considered of urgency which are
placed on the agenda by the Executive Board or representatives who
attend on behalf of their locals.
"We hope your local finds it possible to be present."

Proposition 14

Anti-Labor
Forces Back
Racists
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU

locals, district councils and
legislative committees, acting
in close cooperation with the
Californians Against Proposition 14, are busy distributing
educational material and large
display signs urging opposition to the "bigotry amendment."
The signs read: "Don't Legalize
Hate—Vote NO on 14."
District councils of ILWU are preparing a leaflet addressed to unionists, which will concentrate on questions of particular interest to the
trade union movement—and emphasize that Proposition 14 is backed
primarily by the same money-interests who several years ago financed
the anti-union Proposition 18—the
so-called "right-to-work" law.
ILWU Local 6, in a bulletin addressed to members entitled, "Let's
Talk About Proposition 14," said Californians must decide one of the
most explosive issues since the
"right-to-work" campaign.
A great many questions come into
people's minds on this issue, the bulletin pointed out, and there is growing confusion as both sides are stepping up the vital campaign.
In a lengthy, carefully documented
question and answer section, the local's publicity committee emphasized the following facts:
Proposition 14 would do much
more than merely repeal the present
Rumford Act—which prohibits discrimination solely because of race in
rental or sale of about 70 percent of
California's housing. The Initiative
—the "Segregation Amendm en t"—
would also eliminate other anti-discrimination housing laws already on
the books.
"As a constitutional amendment it
would prohibit state, county, city or
any local government from ever
again passing no-discrimination
laws. It would actually legalize segregation as much as the racist laws
in the South," The Local 6 committee stated.
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Get Registered to Vote
YOU KNOW WAY I'M BEING. MILKED,AVID }-

'YOU'RE BEING SLAUGHTERED?

tittt

I HEVER THOUGHT OF
WHY?
IT

BECAUSE WE DoN'T HAVE A voir
OH IT, TNATt

*(1
HERE IS VERY little time left to get registered to vote. In California registrations close on September 10, just a few days
hence. The closing date for Oregon and
Washington is October 3, and for Hawaii
October 13. Alaska has no pre-registration.
The other states don't concern us because
we have few or no members in them.
Voting registration is permanent in California unless an individual failed to vote in
the last general election, which was in November, 1962. In Oregon registration is automatic if the voter has voted regularly.
In California the registrant must have
lived in the state one year, in the county 90
days and in the precinct for 54 days; in Hawaii one year in the state and three months
in the representative district; in Oregon six
months in the state; in Washington one
year in the state, 90 days in the county and
30 days in the precinct, and in Alaska anyone may cast a vote after one year in the
state and 30 days in the election district.

T

worker he comes into contact with "Are you
registered to vote?" If he isn't, "Why?"

Oops! Wrong Door!
V

ISITORS TO LATIN American nations
tell us that people there refer to the
US Peace Corps as the "spy corps." This is
because by one means or the other the US
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) recruits
Peace Corps workers to do extra reporting
to the CIA. There have been rumors that
the Peace Corps knows this and doesn't
like it.
Now, by accident a Congressional Committee has opened a door, taken a quick
peek and abruptly slammed 'the door shut
again. What the quick peek revealed was
that the CIA has been a source of funds for
the J. M. Kaplan Foundation, which Representative Wright Patman suspects has been
using its tax-exempt monies in private business control matters. The Internal Revenue
Service which has been auditing the fund
has reluctantly admitted that CIA has made
use of the foundation.

N SOME PARTS of the world, Australia,
I for instance, voting is a legal duty, or, at
least, all eligible voters must make themselves available to vote at the polling place,
T LOOKED FOR a short time that the
though they need not actually cast a ballot I House Small Business Subcommittee
if they choose not to do so.
might go into the matter, but after a meetThe right to vote is a precious right, al- ing with the CIA and IRS behind closed
though we well understand the reluctance doors it was announced that no further into vote in instances where our two-party quiry would be made.
system offers a choice between two equally
We agree with the San Francisco Chroniunqualified candidates. It happens all too cle that "the brush leaves a wide smear,"
often, and all too often also voters are asked making suspect every scholar who travels
to choose the lesser of two evils.. But even to abroad on a foundation grant. Who can tell
end these weaknesses or reduce the number if he is or is not a CIA agent?
of times they occur we must be politically
We editorialized when CIA was created
active and armed with the eligibility to vote. by Congress that the Act creating it paved
Three young and courageous men have the way for super-secret government within
recently sacrificed their lives in Mississippi the government. It has come to pass. CIA
to bring the franchise to Negroes in that has unlimited funds hidden in appropriastate. Their martyrdom makes it difficult to tions for other departments and makes no
understand some of the indifference to vot- accounting to Congress. These funds have
ing in other states.
been spent to make mischief all over the
There is an old custom in the meetings of world, almost always to the embarrassment
our local unions when it is suspected that of the United States.
Now that it has been created it has, like
non-members are in illegal attendance. This
is to call for each member present to show the FBI, built in its own perpetuation no
his membership book to the member next to matter what it does, for it either has, or
the members of Congress suspect it has, a
him.
We suggest this method be extended to nice fat dossier on every one of them, and
the registration drive on the job. Let every- probably a most useful one on many of
body who is registered ask every fellow them.

HE STAND TAKEN by United States Senator Wayne
Morse of Oregon concerning the war in South Vietnam
certainly vindicates most of the feelings we have always had
about him. Not that we haven't had our disagreements with
the good Senator from Oregon, but his stated opposition to
this nation's deep involvement in South Vietnam seems to
us to be sound.
It's not easy for a person in Morse's political position, dependent as he is on the electorate, to take the firm stand he
did in opposition to President Johnson's retaliatory action
ordering the bombing of North Vietnamese ports.
What actually happened in the Bay of Tonkin is still
shrouded in some mystery. But the details are really secondary to the main question, and that is the primary point
Senator Morse keeps hammering home, together with quite
a few other senators, notably Ernest Gruening of Alaska.
And only last month Senator Morse said our military aid
and our sending troops into South Vietnam violated the
Geneva accords, as well as the United Nations Charter.
The central point of the whole Vietnamese situation
seems to be this: What do we the people of the USA want
out of Vietnam? And what do the Vietnamese people want?

CENATOR MORSE STATES that the whole situation, in
terms of what America can gain, is not worth the additional life of a single American boy.
There is no escaping the fact that we do have some thousands of military personnel stationed in South Vietnam in
one capacity or another.
If we judge by a number of current developments—above
all the apparent anti-American student and youth riots
sweeping South Vietnam and forcing apparent changes in
the government—we might also understand better what has
been called in many quarters the "apathy" of the South Vietnamese people in fighting the so-called rebels.
In other words, it certainly seems that a substantial
number, if not a majority of the Vietnamese people, want
o
stuarymoiu
lit.
tary forces, and every country's forces to get out and
The South Vietnamese rebels have a lot of history to
point to in their favor, after many years of successful struggle against the French. Even President DeGaulle of France
—a great general in his own right—is saying very much the
same thing these days. Let's also take a look at who is doing
most of the complaining about how the war is going in South
Vietnam. Actually this is none other than GOP Presidential
candidate Barry Goldwater, and those who follow him and
support his kind of extremist policies.
It's pretty hard to argue with or oppose Senator Morse's
position. He advocates a Vietnamese settlement on terms set
forth in 1954 in Geneva. The USA agreed to these terms
even though we refrained from signing the agreement.
'
The terms of the Geneva Compact include: uniting all
the people in Vietnam and allowing them to determine their
own form of government and leadership by popular vote.
This is the plebescite approach—a position advanced by
President Eisenhower, Premier Khrushchev, and the late
President Kennedy. It happens to be a sound trade union
position—one which we supported enthusiastically in our
last International Convention.
There's another way to approach a solution in South
Vietnam. That is through the United Nations. That organizatioh and its charter, founded with great enthusiasm almost
20 years ago in San Francisco, has a made-to-order situation
to handle in Vietnam.
The first step should be to have the UN order a cease
fire—to end the killings and destruction of peoples' lives
and homes and happiness.

EGOTIATIONS SHOULD then be started for a peaceful
and constructive settlement in the interest of all the
people of Vietnam.
It's only fair to say that whatever we might think of
President Johnson's recent action in Vietnam, it still happens to be a war the President inherited. It's a war which
has reached such dangerous proportions that how it got
started in the first place is far less important than how it
will wind up in the long run.
The world remembers what happened in Korea. After
years of bitter fighting, with more than 140,000 American
casualties, the question of who shot first, who attacked, or
who did what to whom, became very much beside the point.
The American people, you may recall, got sick and tired
of the war, tired of the loss of life, and began to have great
difficulty in figuring what we were doing there at all. It
was then that General Eisenhower decided to look closely
at the facts, and then stepped in to bring the war to a
conclusion.
When a person of Morse's background and stature takes
the position that continuation of the war is not worth the
loss of a single American life, who can say that he is wrong?
If Morse is right, as we certainly think he is, then it's time
for constructive action in South Vietnam—either by moving under terms of the Geneva agreement, or through the
machinery of the United Nations.
In either case as trade unionists we should push for decent representation of, for and by the people of Vietnam.

N
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Mississippi at Convention

ILWU Aided in Fight
To Seat Free Democrats

pa,•:•.;4.
VMMAMMW'AM

PORTLAND—ILWU's role in Oregon's fight to seat the Mississippi
Freedom delegation at the Democratic National Convention was disclosed this week by union officers,
and by delegates and visitors returning from Atlantic City.

Democrats could solve now by admitting the Freedom delegates."
The Coos County Democratic Central Committee, headed by Henry
Hansen of Local 12, petitioned the
convention to seat the Freedom
group.
Nine ILWU local and auxiliary
members were among the more than
The union's activities included:
100 precinct committee workers au• International Representative thorizing this action.
Oregon Congresswoman Edith
James S. Fantz wired Oregon's two
members on the convention creden- Green led the first fight in the cretials committee, Representatives dentials committee at Atlantic City
Edith Green and Al Ullman, urging in behalf of the bi-racial group.
the seating of the bi-racial delega- When this failed, she battled to get
a minority report before the convention.
tion.
• Federated Auxiliaries' president
Although it was not the Green
Valerie Taylor advised Mrs. Green formula but a so-called "Mississippi
by telegram that "longshoremen's compromise" — engineered onto the
wives from Portland to Coos Bay" floor by convention brass when the
were hoping she would act to replace Oregon delegation was caucusing—
Mississippi's old line Democrats with which was finally approved, Oregon's
delegates from the new Freedom stand on the voting-rights issue
Party.
dramatized the situation and helped
• Columbia River District Council make plain to TV audiences and
secretary Kneeland Stranahan wrote newspaper readers that it was the
to both regular and alternate dele- most important issue before the
convention.
gates from Oregon.
UNDERGROUND RR
One of the highlights of the bat• ILWU rank and filers also sent
many wires to the convention. More tle was the "underground railroad"
messages were received from ILWU system, aided by US Senator Wayne
than from any other single union Morse, chairman of the Oregon delegation; Monroe Sweetland, Milwausource, one delegate reported.
kie, Ore., publisher; and Charles
JUNIOR ILWU
Porter, Eugene attorney, by which
Even some ILWU juniors got into Negro members of the Mississippi
the act. Shane Ruuttila, son of an Freedom group were smuggled into
auxiliary member, wired the con- the convention hall under the noses
vention: "T eenagers like myself of doormen instructed to keep them
shouldn't inherit problems adult out.
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August 25, 1964
-Treasurer
Goldblat, Secretary
Warehousemen's Union
Mr. Lou
International Longshoremen's &
Avenue
Gate
Golden
150
California 94103
San Francisco,
Dear Lou:
long in
apologize for taking so
First of all, let me
can appreciate
am sure that you
I
but
letter,
strike
writing this
attaching following a
ends that need
the many loose
ours.
such as
somewhat tardy, it is
letter may be
Even though this
the cooperation
heartfelt gratitude for
most
our
written with
I.L.W.U.
the
given by you and
and assistance
protected
at work,
members are now back
The fact that our
has been rid of
that San Francisco
and
that
agreement
assistance
by a union
to the
in no small part
imported scabs is due
as yourself.
such
unionists
trade
was given to us by
movesegment of the labor
where a large
situation
In a
out, the time,
one
this
"sit
too easy to
I.L.W.U. is all the
ment found it all
extended by you and the
effort and support
more meaningful.
members and leaders
be enough
there will always
yourself, to
Let us hope
movement, such as
labor
destroy
Francisco
will be able to
in the San
of employers
guarantee that no group
scabs.
movement by the use of
union
the trade
efforts that
support in any of your
Please count on my
effective.
be
would
I
you might feel that
you played
gratitude for the role
Again, our most sincere
in our strike.

RAW/us
ope 3 afl cio (141)

•ikt,

sincerely,
Frat rnally and

LR SELL A.
President

WAGLE

•00

Goldwater Backers 'Myopically Self Centered'

"The way to beat Goldwaterism is
to make it the central issue of the
campaign," writes Carey McWilliams, editor of The Nation, in an
article titled "Goldwaterism — The
New Ideology" in the August 24 issue of the magazine.
McWilliams says that attacks on

the press and other news media from
the Goldwater camp has nothing to
do with "criticism" but "is designed
to insulate the true believers from
exposure to reality and, at the same
time, to place the press on the defensive."
"The Goldwater myth makers," he
writes, "seek to discredit every institution and all prominent public
figures identified with 'containment'
and other 'short of war' policies."
NEW MIDDLE CLASS
WASHINGTON, D.C. — There are
McWilliams says further:
some doctors who strongly oppose
"Numerically, the most significant
the American Medical Association's and influential of the groups that
stand against the medicare bill.
have been caught up in the GoldOne physician, Dr. Caldwell B. water mythology is the new middle
Esselstyn of Hudson, N.Y., testified class of the South, Southwest and
recently before the Senate Finance West (including the West Coast
Committee that, despite AMA op- states). Under the umbrella of welposition, there are hundreds of doc- fare spending and defense spending,
tors in the country favoring legisla- and other federally financed goodies,
tion to provide medical care for the this new middle class has 'struck it
aged under Social Security.
rich' — in construction, insurance,
Dr. Esselstyn denied that enact- appliance and auto dealerships, savment of the King-Anderson bill ings and loan, service industries, etc.
would drastically affect the doctor- — and is myopically self-centered.
patient relationship.
It is firmly—unshakably—convinced
He commented:
that its success is due exclusively to
"It is hard to understand how the the drive and energy and initiative
source of payment of a hospital bill of its members. Of the forces that
... will modify the ability of a doc- have created a general economic entor to convince a patient of his in- vironment conducive to rapid growth
terest or to command a patient's in the South, Southwest and Califorrespect."
nia they are blissfully oblivious.

Some Doctors Oppose
AMA Medicare Stand
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Drawn along in the wake of this new
middle class are legions of 'bright
young men' who want to make it big
— in a hurry — and who, opportunistically or from conviction, mouth
the slogans of the ignorant new rich.
PART OF FOLKLORE
"It is startling to hear, for example, a young college-educated trainee
for a chain store (receiving $600 a
month as a trainee) say that he is
determined, if it is the last act of
his life, to get those 'welfare people'
off his back! Why, if Goldwater
doesn't succeed in reversing present
trends, social security rates may
double in a decade, etc. Old-age pensioners, favorable to pensions and
medicare, often repeat the same slogans and inveigh bitterly against
'those on welfare.' Stories about
abuses in the Aid to Dependent Children program — most of them grotesquely inflated — are legion; they
are part of the folklore of the Goldwater movement.
"This new middle class, with its
auxiliaries and retainers, has been
spawned by the affluence of the
cold-war years. It reflects, in rigid
form, the cumulative acquisitiveness
and arrogance of the period. Many
of the young pushers and shovers in
the movement expect to 'make it
big' by the time they are 40; they
cannot conceive — and will not concede — that there is any likelihood
whatever that the long-continued
boom of the federally favored regions they inhabit could ever end.
To some extent, their counterparts
may be found in the Middle West
and East but there they are neither
so numerous nor so vocal; in the
Goldwater belt they are loud, numerous and chesty.
AGAINST EVERYBODY
"As Nixon shrewdly observed in a
recent interview, these new-moneytypes often seem to be undergoing
'some kind of personal rebellion.'
They harbor a variety of resentments — against their own antecedents, against those pushing up
from below, against those on the
next rung above them. Hostility to

what they regard as the snobbish
ruling elite of the Eastern Establishment accounts for part of their belligerence and ebullience. With them
'Ivy League' in any context, carries
poisonous connotations. Self-satisfied and socially insensitive, their
general attitude can be summarized
in a phrase: `To hell with you, Jack.'
This general attitude reflects, of
course, great underlying tension
and insecurity.
"Like any new rising middle class,
this one has a superabundance of
drive and energy. The Eastern elite,
by contrast, has much less bounce.
In the jargon of the sociologists, it
is less 'achievement-oriented' —
characteristically its wealth derives
from inheritance — and it is more
'other-directed.' Now and then it
produces 'deviant aristoc rats' —
Roosevelts, Harrimans, Rockefellers
—who are denounced as 'traitors to
their class.' The new middle class of
the newly affluent regions has few
liberal deviants; it is much too concerned with preserving what it has
just recently acquired. A statement
by Baltzell points up the difference
between the two elites: 'Whenever
an upper-class way of life becomes
an end in itself, rather than a means
of consolidating its power and influence, that upper class has outlived its functions'."
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20 Years of Sugar Um
The change from pre-union days has been swift
and profound.
Prior to ILWU,top management of the Big Five
agencies which controlled the sugar industry also
controlled the legislature and the courts. The Big
Five refused to bargain with any union, and
smashed every attempt by workers to organize.
Protesters were deported, jailed, blacklisted.
DIVIDE AND RULE
Their maxim was "divide and rule." Believing
that the workers' "opportunities for combination
and their inclination for same" would be reduced
by "employing as many nationalities as possible
on each plantation," they imported labor from a
dozen countries in Europe and Asia.
By unequal treatment, discrimination in pay,
separate housing areas, and subtle propaganda
they stimulated racial suspicion.
When workers first organized, they made the
tragic mistake of following racial lines—which
played right into the hands of the employers.
Japanese strikers in 1909 and 1920 were replaced by other nationalities. Evicted from plantation property in 1920, strikers camped in Honolulu
parks where hundreds died of epidemic influenza.
In 1920, 1924, and again in 1937, Filipinos struck
on racial lines with similar results. In 1924 on
Kauai police shot 16 strikers to death; 60 leaders
received four-year prison terms.

Early Experiences Prove
Racial Unify Is Only Way

Highest paid, most secure agricultural worker
HE SUGAR INDUSTRY shaped Hawaii!
The leading industry for a hundred years,
sugar profits, purchases and payrolls financed the
rest of Hawaii's industrial and commercial growth.
Sugar labor policy made Hawaii the world's
greatest melting pot of races.
The Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association was
established to import labor. To prevent the workers from organizing, it brought them from a dozen
different lands in Europe and the Orient, and put
them in racially separate plantation camps.
Up to 1944, the industry's policy made Hawaii
an anti-union stronghold, more feudal than democratic. But these same policies—and the lessons
workers learned in struggling against them —
opened the way for a dynamic, interracial unionism.
It was this unionism that Governor John Burns
credits with bringing political democracy to Hawaii.
The sugar union was to make its members the
highest paid agricultural workers in the world. It
inspired and aided other workers to organize and
win higher pay. And non-union employers had to
give wage increases to keep their employees from
joining unions.
As workers became better customers, business
and professional men prospered; new jobs were
created. As a result, Hawaii today is among the
more prosperous states in the nation.
As a group, sugar employers have been tough,
but intelligent. They shoved hundreds of millions
of dollars into long strikes, aimed at breaking unionism. But as the workers proved their ability to
fight and win, the industry adjusted to a mature,
constructive bargaining relationship.

T

This history of Hawaii sugar unionism, brought
up to date, was edited for The Dispatcher from
material in the paperback book, The ILWU Story,
second edition, and from Voice of the ILWU, newspaper of Hawaii Local 142, ILWU. The ILWU
Story, is available through the ILWU Book Club,
and most local secretaries. Also see coupon on
back page.

These early experiences prepared workers to
pay close attention to ILWU organizers, including
a young West Coast sailor named Jack Hall, who
way back in the 1930's was already telling them
that they could only win with a union which:
• United all races;
• Was anchored on the waterfront, with a direct affiliation to West Coast longshoremen;
• Was organized along the same lines as the
employers, covering all plantations, mills, and
ports from which the Big Five made its money.
No union could hope to survive on a single dock
or plantation, while thousands of workers in other
Big Five-controlled operations remained unorganized.
It was recalled that right from the beginning,
when the Japanese struck Oahu plantations in
1909 and 1920, employers on all islands had pooled
their resources to smash the union at its source.
A fund of two million dollars was raised by nonstruck employers to help defray strike losses in
1909; another fund of $15 million in 1919 for the
same purpose. As recently as the 1958 strike the
sugar industry set up a fund to equalize losses
among plantations.
LONGSHOREMEN LED OFF
Such lessons encouraged the longshoremen to
organize sugar and pineapple plantations. The
same logic eventually led all these workers to consolidate their unions into a single coordinated
organization—Hawaii ILWU Local 142—with the
slogan "An Injury to One Is an Injury to All."
When a committee of Honolulu longshoremen
became "union missionaries" and launched an organizing drive in sugar early in 1944 they were
amazed at the enthusiasm they encountered.
Sugar workers surged into the union.
They won a first agreement in 1945, and for
twenty years showed an ingenuity and determination in the fight for a better life, which has won
world-wide acclaim for them and for the ILWU.
Nowhere has the machinery for mass strike activity been better developed—through the great
industry-wide strikes of 1946 and 1958—and long
struggles on single plantations at Lahaina, Olaa,
Na,alehu, Onomea, Waialua and Laupahoehoe.

e wealth of Ha
back of ifs foiling sug
raised themselves it
whide society was O.
Here is the story bro
ILWU in the island
twentieth anniversar

litical action, pensions, medical care, publicity, or
sports.
Racial barriers were destroyed as a matter of
deliberate union policy. The dean of Hawaii's sociologists, University of Hawaii professor Andrew
Lind credits ILWU as the biggest single force for
the inter-racial harmony of modern Hawaii.
Here is a remarkable example of how this
worked — both to dissolve racial strife, and
strengthen the union. This story has been retold
many times:
The planters imported 6,000 "new" Filipinos on
the eve of the 1946 strike, apparently believing
that their hatred of the Japanese (as a result of
Japan's occupation of the Philippines) would prevent them from joining the union, which has a
large Japanese membership.
ILWU organizers sailed as crewmen on the immigrant shop. They signed the immigrants up in
the union before they reached Hawaii.ILWU units
in Hawaii welcomed them with music, leis, and
luaus.
In the strike which came a few weeks later,
the new Filipinos stood steadfast with the rest.

Economic Strides Have
Created New Standards
Economic advances have been startling. The
basic wage-19 cents in 1944—is now $1.73 (wages
for skills go up to $2.691
2). Fringe benefits—such
/
as pensions, family medical care, a children's dental plan—add to the value of a worker's hourly
pay. These benefits cost the employers another
73 cents an hour.
In 1945, average daily cash earnings were $5.10;
between 1947 and 1963 they went from $7.63 to
$16.02. Together with $5.87 in fringe benefits, this
represents income of $21.89 a day.
Before the union the typical plantation worker
had no automobile, refrigerator or washing machine. His children did not finish high school. Today all this is reversed.
Many workers now own their own homes. For

A Role for Each Worker
Made Strike Effective
In all of these struggles every worker was given
•
a part to play.
Some were assigned to the picket line, or to
gather food for strike kitchens. Some hunted,
others fished, some grew vegetables in community
gardens; others took the story to other union
groups as members of what was humorously called
the "bumming committee." And these committees
were mighty effective in getting material help
from other workers in the community.
Once agreements were won, the union encouraged grass-roots, rank and file activity in its administration.
About one member out of eight serves as a
unit officer or steward or on a committee for po-

Sugar strikers on Maui, 1946
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those who live in company housing rents have
been frozen at 1946 levels, ranging from $10 to $44
per month.
Complete prepaid family medical care is provided for fees ranging from $1.65 for single men,
up to $6 for a family of six. All drugs, specialists,
and off island emergency care is included.
INDUSTRY PROBLEMS FACED
These gains have been won in an industry
Which faced severe problems of its own. The need
for costly capital improvements, and competition
from non-union beet sugar produced at substandard, non-union wages on the mainland.
When industry has recognized the union's right
to have all the facts in bargaining, sugar workers
have faced the facts with a sense of responsibility
for the long-run health of the industry and Hawaii's economy.
Wage increases were small in the '50's. At Olaa
and Onomea the union even agreed to temporary
wage cuts.
ILWU, along with mainland unions, has
mounted a political drive for a better Sugar Act.
One result has been a steady rise in federal wage
minimums under the Sugar Act for non-union
sugar workers on the mainland.
AUTOMATION AGE PIONEERS

where agricultural workers have pensions. It is the
only place they are strongly unionized.
The pension plan made early retirement possible at any age after 55. Lump sum cash-out of
pension equities is available to a worker who wants
to repatriate to his homeland at age 65, or to
workers who are laid off or who voluntarily substitute for layoff at age 55. This means that if a
company had originally intended to eliminate a
job held by a local-born family man, and if another man, not slated for layoff would like to take
a cash-out payment, so that he can return to the
Philippines, arrangements can be made for the
homesick man to be laid off instead of the local
family man. Lump sum payments have run to over
$12,000.
As a result there have been relatively few compulsory layoffs even though the work force has
been cut in half.
ILWU economic gains have had far-reaching
social effects enabling workers to send children
to high school and college—speeding the assimilation of immigrant groups as they approached an
American standard of living.

Workers Quickly Learned
Political Action Value
Union protection against discrimination for
reasons of race, creed, color or politics, brought
political freedom.
Before that, politicians not favored by the management could not hold rallies in plantation
camps, and workers were afraid to attend the
rallies held on public roads. The new freedom for
union men made it possible for opposition parties
to grow, for opposition opinion to be heard, and
opened up real freedom of choice to voters outside
the union.
Sugar workers quickly learned the need for
political action.
Before the employers would recognize the union's right to represent field workers, the union
had to get a state "Little Wagner Act" passed.
The federal law, providing for peaceful elections, covered only industrial workers. The union
didn't want to strike for recognition in war time.
So, in 1944, ILWU, along with some AFL unions
formed Labor's Political Action Committee. The
PAC campaigned house-to-house, and elected a
majority of its endorsed candidates to the 1945
legislature which passed the needed labor law.
Field workers organized and won their first
contract the same year.
POLITICAL ACTION DAYS
Union political action paid. Hawaii has been
the only state where agricultural workers are entitled to unemployment benefits (up to $55 per
week), and are covered by state law setting a minimum wage of $1.25 an hour and overtime after 40
hours a week. Workmen's compensation for job
injuries is higher than in most other states.
Big political changes don't come easy. Union
members had to learn to think for themselves and

trust one another, against great pressure. Employers, politicians and newspapers kept telling them
they were wrong and misled.
In 1920, anti-union propagandists had called
Japanese strike leaders "alien agitators," "agents
of the Mikado," and "bolsheviks," now they
branded union leaders "disloyal agitators" and
"communists." Immigration agents hounded union activists, threatened aliens and naturalized
citizens with deportation.

Workers Fought Back Fast
To Defend Their.Own
The way union members fought back was
amazing.
In 1948, encouraged by the Taft-Hartley law
certain employers and the Governor launched a
wave of red-baiting and reached a few union leaders who attempted a revolt. Union members discussed the issues, voted 98 percent to stick with
ILWU.
Thousands walked off the job in 1950 to protest
the jailing of Harry Bridges, and in 1953 to protest the frame-up conviction of Hawaii Regional
Director Jack Hall, under the Smith Act. The
membership defended both men until they were
finally acquitted by higher courts.
A union-smearing visit by the House Un-American Committee in 1950 failed to split the union. In
1956 protest strikes on all islands greeted the Senate Subversive Activities Committee,led by Mississippi plantation owner James Eastland, who hoped
to prove Hawaii was unfit for statehood.
Such independence of mind has enabled sugar
workers to stand up boldly for humanitarian principles. Despite cold war pressures they speak out
for peace, friendship between nations, and for
civil rights, and liberties and more democracy at
home.

Proud to Say 'I Am an
ILWU Sugar Worker'
The union thrust heavy responsibilities upon
thousands of plantation workers, newly elected as
unit officers or stewards. This, more than anything else transformed life on plantations.
Before, there was a feudal paternalism. The
manager was boss, law and big daddy to an isolated immigrant community. There was little honest communication between the mass of people
and the upper crust.
Now, a new community leadership has developed from the grass-roots. Workers with firsthand knowledge of plantation community needs
sit in the legislature, on state and county boards.
and commissions, community agencies.
Many ILWU members recall that twenty years
ago they were ashamed to say "I work on a plantation," identifying themselves as among the submissive rural poor. Today with dignity on the job,
economic security, high hopes for their children,
and a voice in public affairs, they are proud to
say "I'm an ILWU sugar worker."

The sugar industry has pioneered in meeting
the human problems of automation—through programs initiated by the union and negotiated out
with management.
Since World War II the workforce has been cut
drastically by modernization. In 1947 there were
22,743 hourly paid sugar workers;-today there are
10,500. The big cuts were in jobs for unskilled
labor. Most were Filipinos, advanced in age, without families in Hawaii.
Without a union they would have been simply
tossed out, to end their days after a lifetime of
hard, productive work, on a miserable pittance
from public welfare.
From 1952 through 1957 the union concentrated
its demands on gains designed to reward the oldtimers for their part in building the industry and
the union, and to make it attractive to them to
leave the industry voluntarily.
Some younger workers complained that the
union was signing "old men's agreements,' they
said they wanted bigger cash wage increases now,
not pensions in the future.
A majority, however,felt that the union's policy
also benefited younger men with families and low
seniority men who would have been laid off if
older men did not leave the industry.

Only Place in USA Where
Farm Workers Have Pensions
There was no uniform pension policy in the
sugar industry. Some companies had no pension
plan. Others had very inadequate ones. The union
negotiated pensions at age 65 of $2 per month for
each year of service, with a maximum of $75. In
1963 this was raised to $90. This is in addition to
complete free medical care and drugs for the pensioner and his spouse, and to social security benefits.
Hawaii is the only place in the United States
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New Gains for
White Collar
Isle Workers
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Three of Four Americans Lack
Proper Smallpox Immunization
FEW months ago, there was a
big scare in Detroit when a
bartender was rushed to a hospital
with suspected smallpox. Over 200
people, who had been in contact
with him, were rounded up and vaccinated.
Not long ago, three children who
had travelled from Oregon to Washington were suspected of having
smallpox, and the newspapers came
out with a headline "Smallpox
Threat in U. S."
Both of these alarms proved to be
false. Howe v e r, doctors in State
Health Departments and the U. S.
Public Health Service, point out that
we could easily have a bad epidemic
of smallpox in the United States. It
is estimated that three out of four
Americans are without proper immunity to the disease. We have forgotten that smallpox has been one
one of the dread diseases of all mankind and can return to us. The virus
travels nearly as fast as measles
virus and kills one out of five —
these days the virus travels not only
by boat and by train, but by jet as
well. The largest ports in the country
are usually mentioned as the places
where an epidemic would be most
likely to start.
Most of us have had two or three
smallpox vaccinations — as a baby,
on entering school, and perhaps on
entering military service. We are
apt to think this is enough. However, Public Health officials recommend that people in exposed jobs or
exposed areas (longshoremen qualify on both counts) be vaccinated
against smallpox at least every five
years, preferrably every two to three
years. The vaccination you had 10,
15 or 20 years ago would not help if
there were an epidemi c. In the
United States, we have not had any
smallpox since 1948; in England,
Swede n, and West Germany, all
countries with health standards
comparable to ours, they have had
epidemics.
Our last epidemic was in the 1920's
and was brought by three tramps
coming in from Canada. Before the
epidemic was stopped, 74.000 people
had had the disease and 1,500 had
died. It is believed that our level of
immunization was better then than
it is now.
Several major cities have had allout campaigns for more adequate
vaccination. In Newport News 20,000
people including longshoremen, taxi
drivers, policemen, waitresses and
laundry workers were immunized recently.

A

New Measles Immunization
Is Licensed by U.S.
OMETHING else to keep in mind
as school starts again is the new
measles immunization which has
been licensed by the U. S. Public
Health Service.
Doctors in this country have long
recognized that measles caused
much damage, but until recently
there was no vaccine. One study has
shown that there are significant
alterations in brain wave patterns of
children who are not thought to
have any after-effects from measles.
The complications of measles, pneumonia, earache and meningitis have
always been feared by parents.
Now that there is a vaccine, the
American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that every child who has
not already had measles be given

S

the immunization after a certain
age. (Check with your doctor.)
The vac cine has already been
widely used. The first field study
was made in response to an urgent
request from the Minister of Health
of Upper Volta in West Africa in
1961, although the vaccine was only
used experimentally in the U. S. at
that time.
Following this, another seven new
West African Republics conducted a
vast mass vaccination campaign
during the past year. Scientists from
the U. S. Nation al Institutes of
Health, working with native nurses,
traveled over 20,000 miles and vaccinated 100,000 children.
In these countries, measles has,
on occasion, killed up to 50 per cent
of the children in villages struck by
epidemics. These children have nutritional deficiencies, and various
parasitic and infectious illnesses.
In spite of these complications, the
safety of the vaccine has been established beyond any doubt.
The doctors in charge of the expedition to the developing countries
reported that it was not unusual for
mothers to walk ten miles carrying
their babies, or wait by the roadside
until long after dark, to make certain they would not miss the mobile
vaccination teams as they canvassed
the country.
For us and tor our children it is
easier. Most clinics, most pediatricians, recommend the immunization against measles. Usually two
shots are given at the same time, but
sometimes three shots are given in
a series, with some time between
them. The cost is still high, compared to the cost of other immunizations, but it is a precaution that
should be taken. Measles vaccine has
just been added under the Coast
Longshore Welfare Plan, to the Children's Immunization Plan in the
small ports, up to $10 will be paid
for the immunization.

This drawing of John L. Lewis,
dean of American labor leaders, was
published in the last issue of the
United Mine Workers Journal.
And there's a story attached to it,
as can be seen from the following
letter from a retired coal miner who
lives in Cadiz, Ohio:
Dear Mr. Lewis,
I am an old retired grandpa and
I'm having a wonderful time. All my
life I have wanted to do things but
had no time to do them. Now that my
days in the mines are over I have
lots of time and I'm enjoying myself
very much.
One of my pastimes is drawing. I
have been doing this since I was a
boy in Scotland. I liked your picture
in the last UMW Journal and decided to draw you one.
Sincerely,
John Harden.
Honolulu Shop Votes ILWU
HONOLULU—ILWU won bargaining rights for 16 employees of the
McCabe Hamilton and, Renny Co.
maintenance shop here last month.

WAILUKU, Maui — Newly organized office workers and technicians
of the Hawaiian Commercial and
Sugar Co. last week won parity in
wages and conditions with Honolulu's unionized clerical employees.
In some items the 17 month agreement surpasses Honolulu settlements.
Across-the-board wage increases
range from $48 to $90 a month.
Wage inequities are adjusted, automatic progression provided for.
A seven-hour day, 35 hour week
is established, with four hour minimum pay on emergency call-outs.
Severance pay will be two months
pay for the first year of service, one
half month pay for each additional
year. A man with 21 years service
would get a full year's pay if laid
off.
Strict seniority provides job security.
Maternity leave with reinstatement is guaranteed.
Sick leave with full pay for up to
six months, half pay for another six
months.
Jury duty pay is for up to six
months.
Other benefits include children's
dental plan, paid funeral leave, rate
protection and temporary transfer
pay, retirement pay and the agency
shop.

ILWU Golfers on Maui
WAILUKU, Maui—Upwards of 100
entrants were expected to participate in the ILWU's 11th Annual
State ILWU Golf Tournament,
slated to be held at the Waiehu
Course on Sunday, September 6, as
a part of the union's Labor. Day
weekend observance.

Local 8 Member Inspired
Longshore Union in Tahiti

PORTLAND—The latest addition
to the ranks of the world's organized
waterside workers is the Syndicat
des Stevedores de Papeete, Tahiti.
Word of the new union was
brought to the states this month
by John J. Fougerouse of Local 8,
who, with his wife Mary, spent July
A Pocket Guide
in the far-off, French-owned south
Pacific island.
For Union Stewards
The motivating force behind the
The San Francisco United Com- Tahitians' determination to band
munity Fund has brought out a new together to better their conditions
edition of the Pocket Guide to San was their admiration for ILWU, the
Francisco Health and Welfare Serv- Local 8 member said.
ices.
BAD CONDITIONS
The Guide lists over 150 non-profit
which Fougerouse, who was
visit
A
agencies helping San Francisco people with various kinds of problems. born in Tahiti, made to the island
the kick-off for
These include tax-supported agen- four years ago was effort.
At that
l
cies as well as those supported by the organizationa
not
had
only
dockers
island
the
time
fund
other
and
United Crus ade
Fougerouse said,
were,
but
union
no
sources.
conditions as we
It was prepared for use by social "working under
1934, with favorbefore
them
knew
workers, union stewards, personnel
all the rest."
and school counselors, lawyers, doc- itism, pay-off and
ILWU and Harry Bridges were
tors, clergymen and others who may
be asked where to go for assistance legendary names to men loading
with personal, family or health dif - copra under the steaming Polynesian
sun. They also had heard of Fougeficulties.
Conies may be obtained by calling rouse, who was invited to speak to
or writing United Community Fund 25 or 30 waterfront workers who
Information and Referral Service, knew of his connection with ILWU.
2015 Steiner St., 94115, JO 7-5700.
Fougerouse talked to the Tahitian
dockers for several hours in 1960
disbussIng ILWU program and exHawaii ILWU Sponsors
plaining how contract and membership gains had been won.
Labor Day Grid Game
On his return this year, he was
HONOLULU — Neighbor island
football fans will be in for a treat delighted to learn that the handful
this Labor Day. Via TV they will be he had talked to four years ago beable to view the big University of fore had gone on to organize all the
Hawaii versus Hawaiian 49ers foot- dockers in Papeete!
He found the new union headed
ball game, being played for the
benefit of the University's Scholar- by one Picot Agneray, had developed
ship Fund. This will be the first grid a hiring hall, pensions, and an
game to be televised live and direct equalized earnings system.
Wages, however, he said, are tied
from the Honolulu Stadium.

to a so-called cost-of-living escalator clause. Also, the Tahitians negotiate with the government.
Fougerouse was invited again
this year to address the dockers,
whose meeting was "held in their
own hall, attended by 135 of the
union's 200 members." All the longshoremen on the island belong to
the union, and all not working cargo
at the time were at the meeting.
Fougerouse found their main
problem today is one they share with
all workers in all lands—the problem of human survival in a nuclear
age.
This has been sharpened in Tahiti by the fact that French atomic
tests — little publicized — are to be
held next year on Mururoa, an atoll
only 700 miles from Papeete.
PROTEST TESTS
The Tahitian longshoremen are
protesting the tests. "Their position
is that if the tests are as 'safe' as
the French government claims, why
do ,they come down here to hold
them—why aren't they held in the
Mediterranean, instead," the Local
8 man reported.
Not only the dockers, but all Tahiti is alarmed over the tests, he
disclosed.
"They are afraid of what fallout
from the explosions will do to people, as well as to the agriculture of
the islands and to one of their main
food staples—fish," Fougerouse said.
Fougerouse explained ILWU's position on nuclear testing to the Tahitians, who, he said were "encouraged to learn there is a growing
sentiment against the continuation
of tests by any government."
Fougerouse, speaking to the dockers in French, the language of his
boyhood, brought them up to date
on the ILWU story.
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PSDC Representative Disputes
Jobs Lost through Logs to Japan
SEATTLE — The contention that
log exports to Japan is eliminating
thousands of jobs for sawmill and
plywood workers is disputed in a
letter to President Joe Davis of the
Washington State Federation of Labor by James Costa, legislative representative of the ILWU Puget
Sound District Council.
Referring to the claim that an end
to the log exports would mean 6,200
local jobs, Costa's letter said "the
ILWU disputes this statement on
the grounds that the foreign market
is available for logs, as such, but
would not be present for these logs
in a "finished" condition. Consequently not only would the logs remain here, as such, without maintaining the 6,200 primary jobs for
sawmill plywood workers but the entire economy of the state would
suffer."
The communication pointed out
that if log exports were eliminated
or drastically curtailed "many of
our small ports would become 'dead
ports' with not only unemployed
longshoremen but also unemployed
teamsters, loggers, checkers, foremen, heavy equipment operators,
office personnel, etc. Many more
than 6,200 jobs would be lost along
with the loss to management and
the loss of revenue to the state."
Costa said that two proposals to
put curbs on log exports were introduced in the 1963 session of the legislature but neither had the backing
of the AFL-CIO lumber industry
unions. At its August convention in

Port Angeles the State Federation
approved such legislation.
Copies of Costa's letter have
been sent to all ILWU locals in the
Puget Sound and Columbia River
District Councils.

Dock Safety
Classes in 4
Coast Ports
SAN FRANCISCO — The United
States Department of Labor, Bureau
of Labor Standards, announced that
a safety training institute will be
conducted for ILWU longshore officers in the four major Pacific
Coast ports starting this month.
This safety training course totals
30 hours and is designed to assist
local officers in a better understanding of safety, and to provide a working knowledge of the principles of
safety, including such technical subjects as materials handling and occupational health hazards.
The instructor for this program
will be Mr. Jake Gold, labor liaison
officer for the Bureau of Labor
Standards, Washington, D.C.
The first class will be conducted
in San Francisco starting September 14, 1964. Successive courses will
be conducted in Long Beach, California, starting September 21, 1964;
Portland, Oregon, starting September 28, 1964; and Seattle, Washington, starting October 5, 1964.

BIG SHUTS

AND

LITTLE FISHES

LETTER from Mrs. M. F. La
Mora of Portland relates a tale
involving husband Marvin, a member of Local 8 and his nephew.
Seems like Mary and the eager
fisherla,d went sauntering down to
the east bank of the Willamette
river, a major tributary of the
mighty Columbia that slices plumb
through the heart of the city of
Portland.
The boys were fishing off the
mouth of a smaller stream that
comes into the Willamette — the
Clackamas river, just below one of
Oregon's oldest townsites, Oregon
City.
They were bound and determined
to catch a mess of catfish, the small
but succulent variety, otherwise
known as bullheads. Both were
geared for the occasion with light
spinning rods and reels, and light
lines.
After sacking a few cats, Marvin's
rod tip went plunging down like a
fish hawk after a surface-floundering pilchard and he knew that he
was into "a big one," probably the
biggest of his life—and he was!
Forty-five minutes after the strike,
a hooked monster was eased to the
rocky bank — a 42-pound sturgeon
that measured 52 inches from nose
to tail.

A

Auxiliary News

Rank & File
Exec Board to Committee
Hear Talks on
Peace, Politics
PORTLAND—Helen Gordon, peace
delegate to The Hague from Oregon
last June, is slated to address the
international executive board of
the ILWU Federated Auxiliaries at
a noon luncheon in the Highlander
Hotel, Friday, September 18.
Board sessions in the hotel, scheduled to run through September 19,
are open to visits by any auxiliary
member or longshoreman's wife, and
this goes for wives of B-registered
men as well as union members, Federated Auxiliaries president Valerie
Taylor stated.
"We are especially eager this year
to have visitors because the November election is one topic sure to have
discussion priority," she said.
Arrangements for the luncheon
and the two-day meeting. are in
charge of June Polette, Federated
vice-president for Oregon, and Veva
Phillips, president of the Columbia
River District Council of Auxiliaries.
Both are from Auxiliary 5.

Continued from Page 1--ity for the defense of organized labor," she concluded, in urging full
support for building a strong women's committee within the defense
organization.
Tom Chapman, business representative of ILWU Local 26, and secretary of the ILWU Southern California District Council, cited specific
examples of experiences in negotiations where ILWU-Teamster unity
led to strong gains for both unions.
He also pointed out that with
Teamster-ILWU cooperation, parity
between Northern and Southern California is being rapidly achieved and
extended to other unions.
"In defense of our unions we will
not permit our enemies to split us
by attacks on leaders such as Hoffa
who represents the policy of unity.
"This is fundamentally an attack
on the whole structure through
which we maintain our wages, hours
and job security. We must have
brotherly unity in the entire labor
movement. The splendid work of this
rank and file gathering is an important step in accomplishing this great
goal."

Goldwafer's Double Standard
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Republican Presidential candidate, Arizona's Senator Barry Goldwater
has directly sponsored very little
legislation, but was an ardent sponsor of a bill which was approved
recently by the Senate Interior
Committee, and would help the big
money boys in Arizona, it was reported by Labor, the railroad
brotherhood's national paper.
The bill would provide $1.5 billion of US taxpayers' money for the
Central Arizona Project, designed
to furnish Colorado River water to
irrigate land in Goldwater's own
state.
Naturally it is popular with voters there — particularly big land
owners.
This project, which includes "an

extensive system of dams and reservoirs, is one of the biggest reclamation projects ever to clear the
committee," The New York Times
points out.
The New York paper then adds
an ironic editorial footnote:
"Goldwater has opposed many
projects for the development of
natural resources that involved the
use of Federal funds. He once said
that such work should be undertaken either by the states or by
private enterprise. He has proposed
that the government dispose of its
holdings in the Tennessee Valley
Authority."
But Goldwater takes a different
view when he sees a chance to get
$1.5 billion of Federal government
money for his own state.

Here's a pic of Longshoreman La
Mora with his first — but I daresay
not the last — sturgeon.
*

*

*

SEMI-ANONYMOUS letter from
one who signs: "A Loyal Brother
of Local 501, Vancouver, British Columbia," informs us of the angling
prowess of Lindy Biscaro, also a
member of Local 501.
According to the letter, Lindy
spends a good deal of his spare time
searching out the really "beeg ones,"
and recently was featured in the
local newspaper when he broke his
weekly record of a 36-pound Chinook
by bringing in a 38-pound, 2-ounce
beauty.
Both lunkers were from the exact
same waters—north of Sunset Marina on Howe Island. Lucky Louie
lures turned the trick.
Only clue as to the identity of the
informant is the North Vancouver
postmark. We'd like to send them,
who ever it is, a pair of fishing lures
for the story.
* * *
LIVER Goldsmith of San Pedro,
California, a charter member
of Local 13 San Pedro, now retired,
asks for information on a good fishing spot for salmon in Oregon.
Well Oliver, I'd get in trouble with
a lot of folks if I pointed out one offshore salmon-fishing area as tops.
Matter of fact, there are at least 20
good salmon fishing spots along the
Oregon coast from the mouth of the
Columbia (Astoria-Warrenton area)
to the mouth of the Rogue at Gold
Beach.
You'll just have to take pot luck
though on the whims of the weather.

A

Right now the salmon, silvers and
Chinooks, are in; it's just about the
peak of the season, but if you hit

Retired ILWU member Tom Hamilton
of Winchester Bay, Oregon, displays a
pair of his "Umpqua Divers" which he
makes in his shop at home, and which
he says allows deep trolling with light
weights.
it when any particular area is
plagued with fog, or the ocean is
rough and unboatable, you'll have to
wait s h or esid e 'til the situation
clears up.
I can, however, pass along some
advice from a fellow ILWU retiree:
Tom Richmond of Winchester Bay,
former member of Local 12, Reedsport.(Tom was very active in union
affairs and I'm sure many oldtimers
will remember him.)
To "pass time away," Richmond
manufacturers a tro 11 i n g device
which he calls the 'Umpqua Diver."
The device digs deep into the ocean
as it is trolled and gets the bait to
the fish with a minimum of weight
on the line.
We ran into Tom at Salmon Harbor, a beautiful park in the, family
of parks of Douglas County, Oregon.
Tom was shooting the piscatorial
breeze with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ludwig, park managers, about the current state of affairs on the ocean
offshore the bay. In spite of a fairly
rough ocean, all charter boats were
coming in with near limits of salmon. The next day the ocean was
as serene as a lawn pond and the
deepsea angling was out of this
world. "It's been great at Winchester
practically all this seaso n," says
Tom and we'll go along with that
one hundred per cent.
There are many charter boats
working out of this area so you'll
not have any trouble getting a berth
anytime you want it Oliver. For upto-the-minute data I suggest that
you get in touch with Harry Ludwig,
Salmon Harbor, CR 1-3407. I'm sure
he can answer your questions about
transportation facilities and motels,
as well.
Good Luck, Oliver!
* * *
ILWU members in good standing
can earn a pair of the illustrated
SPOONER lures by sending in a

0

photo of a fishing or hunting scene
— and a few words as to what the
photo is all about. It doesn't have
to be a professional photograph —
just a good, clear snapshot.
Soon as we receive it, we'll fire
back a pair of lures.
Write to:
Fred Goetz, Dept. TDSP,
0216 S.W. Iowa,
Portland, Oregon 97201.
Please mention your local number.
Of course, all members of the family
and retired members are eligible.

JO.
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Sugar workers and families at 20th anniversary luau hear talk by Jack Hall

,
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San Francisco Bay Area ILWU Pensioners will gather at the Mann Town
& Country Club in Fairfax September
13 (Sunday) for their annual picnic
and reunion. How to get there is illustrated above. To transport non-drivers,
buses will leave from 255-9th Street,
San Francisco, at 10 AM,.from Pier 14
at 10 and 10:15 AM, and from the
Longshore Memorial Building, Mason
and North Point Streets, at 10:15 AM.
There will be swimming, dancing,
games, races and good eating, and
barbecue pits and fuel for those who
bring their own food. Advance tickets
are 50 cents for members and wives,
$1 for non-members, children over six
50 cents, under six free. Tickets
bought at grounds $1.25.

KEAAU, Hawaii — ILWU workers
at Puna Sugar Co. (formerly Olaa
Plantation), celebrated their 20th
anniversary of unionism on the
weekend of August 7-9. They are
members of ILWU Local 142, Unit 3.
Weekend events included a Friday
night sports movie and beer-bust
get-together for adults, on Saturday
a matinee movie-party for children,
and an evening luau for 750 members and guests at Hale Nani Police
Academy, and a golf tournament on
Sunday.
Keynote speaker, ILWU Regional
Director Jack Hall, said that the union's three-month fight against the
1948 Olaa lockout was a turning
point for unionism in Hawaii. It

proved that the 1946 strike was no
fluke, and that ILWU was here to
stay.
In 1948 the plantation demanded
2 percent wage cut as the price
1
a 17/
of agreement, claimed the alternative was liquidation. The fight was
over how much of a slash was necessary. The company finally backed
down to a temporary 5 percent cut.
It was in that Olaa Plantation
battle that the union developed such
strike techniques as inter-racial
community dining halls, and "bumming teams' who developed Territory-wide solidarity by taking the
story of the strike to workers on
other islands, who donated the
money and food needed to win.

Once the employers learned they
could not lick the union, both sides
learned to accommodate, and were
able to work out mutual problems,
Hall said.
Hall noted that it was at Olaa,
after ILWU had proven its fighting
strength, that the union and employers began the first cooperative
effort to meet the problem of eliminations due to mechanization.
They devised a program for encouraging old workers to voluntarily
leave the industry in return for attractive severance and retirement
payments. Other sugar, pine and
longshore companies later followed
this pattern to solve a growing industry wide problem.

•
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Youth Work-Training Program
SAN FRANCISCO — The US Department of Labor is organizing a
nationwide work-training program
for youth 16-21 to help them get the
income and experience they need to
complete their high school education or get work experience for careers.
Called "The Neighborhood Youth
Corps," the program will give productive full- or part-time work experience and training in State and
community public service or nonprofit organizations to young men
and women.
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ILWU Hails Hawaii Sugar Workers on 20th Anniversary
HE ILWU sugar workers in Hawall are currently celebrating
their 20th anniversary of organization. This occasion certainly demonstrates—with sugar workers in the
islands being the prime example—
what can be accomplished when a
group sincerely desires above all
else to do a good job for working
people.
Now when we compare the sugar
workers in the State of Hawaii to
the sugar workers in other parts of
the United States, the differences
become dramatically apparent. The
ILWU started organizing sugar
workers in the islands when it was
still a territory, long before it became a state. Naturally, that made
it all the more difficult because we
had to face different problems from
those met on the mainland. Protection afforded the local population
was different in the territory from
the states; laws were different; and
certainly attitudes were different.
Indeed, Hawaii resembled a type of
colonial, semi-feudal economy when
ILWU started organizing. Many unionists, both in the islands and on
the mainland, said it couldn't be
done; said that we could not overcome the drawbacks, the problems
and liabilities of a colonial-type
economy, controlled by powerful interests, and in an area in which the
differences between workers—racial,
national and religious—were severely exploited by land owners and corporations.
Well, to make a long story short,
we overcame these many liabilities.
The ILWU organized the sugar
workers in Hawaii, as agricultural
workers scarcely ever before have.
been organized. More to the point,
the workers did this for themselves.
It was their sheer guts that made
it possible to start the ILWU moving
in Hawaii. What they've gained out
of this is human dignity, self-respect, and security for themselves

T

and their families. This is a gain no
one is going to take away. No man
will willingly give up his security.
Twenty years later the sugar
workers share a deep feeling of pride
in their place in the entire community; in the fact that politically they
play a major role; in the fact that
it was the ILWU,including the sugar
workers, who did so much to assist
the territory to become a state.
That's just one angle of many that
sugar workers and pineapple workers and longshoremen and the many
other members of the ILWU in the
islands played to help reshape the
lives of all people in the Hawaiian
community.

HE SOCIAL gains that have been
made for the sugar workers in
the islands—in fact for all the organized workers in the islands —
are phenomenal. The social aspect
alone points up the great value of
organizational work. As for the economic gains that have been made
we don't have to belabor that point
very much. Not only are the workers
themselves familiar with this historic economic record, but so is everyone else in the islands.
So when we look again at the
progress made by the sugar workers
in the last 20 years, we can reinforce
our understanding of the value to
be found in using the collective
strength of workers in every sphere
of human activity and endeavor—
social, political, and economic.
The ultimate goal is—I repeat—
dignity, self-respect and security of
all the people. Workers themselves
know what that means without having to be told. And they know the
place of their union in making this
possible. They know in unity there
is strength. This old slogan, which
may appear so trite to so many, still
has the deepest kind of meaning.
And they also know that the
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only way they can ever lose is from
disruption, splitting and dissension
from within, because there is no outside force in all the world which can
take away what they've got, if only
they continue to stick together.
We should repeat that-it is no accident that the Hawaiian ILWU
never forget the old and tried slogan: "An injury to one is an injury to all."
E IN THE ILWU congratulate
the sugar workers for the
progress made in the last 20 years
—and look forward to their organizational know-how being a major
factor in the new organizing drives
now sweeping the State of Hawaii—
particularly the drives in the white
collar field. As usual, the ILWU is
playing a pioneer role. And perhaps
in no other place in the entire
United States is there such movement in organizing white collar
workers as there is in those isles
out in the far Pacific.
So, 20 years have passed, and we
in the union are deeply proud of
what they have done, proud of what
they are doing, and what they project for the future.
The sugar workers in their 20th
year, joined with all other workers
in the ILWU, deserve a "well done"
for what they have achieved in providing a proud place in their community for the trade union movement.

W

Answer :to Who Said it
Karl Hess in 1954 as quoted by
the United Mine Workers Journal;
August 15, 1964. Hess is a ghost
writer for Barry Goldwater and
was the author of the latter's
"extremism" acceptance speech
at the 1964 Republican National
Convention.

